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Pandit Madhusudan Ojha’s Contribution to Veda Vijnana 
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*
 

  

The Vedas are considered to be an eternal and perennial source of 

Indian wisdom. They have been interpreted by different sages and 

scholars over the centuries. They not only contain the deZdk.M or the 

procedure of sacrificial performances but also the quest for truth or 

Kkudk.M. Most of the thoughts and precepts enshrined in the Vedas are 

so elegant, magnanimous and universal in character that they hold 

profound relevance even in the modern times. The most striking 

character of the Vedic thinking is that it is holistic in approach and has a 

wider canvas of vision. 

 In the last century Swami Dayanand, a vedic scholar, was in 

favour of scientific interpretation of the Vedic suktas and expounding 

their relevance afresh. Maharshi Arvind read newer spiritual messages 

with Vedas. A versatile and profound Sanskrit scholar of Rajasthan, Pt. 

Madhusudan Ojha, found that the Vedas contain a systematic and 

coherent exposition of what the ancient sages thought about the origin of 

the universe, the evolution of the heavenly bodies, the nature and role of 

different species that obtain in the creation and so on, though in a 

language which needed decoding. 

 Pt. Madhusudan Ojha was perpetuated by such worthy scholars as 

Pt. Giridhar Sharma Chaturvedi, Pt. Motilal Shastri, Dr. Vasudev Sharma 

Agrawal, Swami Surjan Das, Dr. R.K. Mishra, Karpur Chandra Kulish 
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etc. who carried the message through different languages like Hindi, 

Sanskrit & English. 

 Pt. Ojha was a scholar who practically spent his entire life in 

Vedic research and not only came out with his encyclopediac knowledge 

of the entire ancient Sanskrit literature, but also gave us real insight into 

Vedic wisdom. His writings covering a wide range of subjects, can be 

broadly classified under four heads: 1 czãfoKku 2- ;KfoKku 3- bfrgkl           

4- leh{kkxzUFk- 

;K'p foKkueFksfrgkl% Lrks=% rfnRFka fo"k;k foHkDrk%A 

osns prq/kkZ r bes prqfHkZxzUFkS% i`FkDd`R; fu:i.kh;k%AA 

 Although the contribution of Pt. Ojha to the interpretation of 

Vedic wisdom is not easy, but with few points and their examples, it is 

attempted to analyse his original contribution. 

 Pt. Ojha was the first to analyse the word Veda in detail. 

Generally it is understood that Veda refers to book of knowledge and it is 

divided in three parts (osn=;h & _Xosn] ;tqosZn vkSj lkeosn). Actually we 

do not understand why they should be called infinite (vuUrk oS osnk%). 

Why they are called vikS#"ks; (not the product of human mind). 

 There are many statements in the literature which explains that 

the word Veda is intimately connected with the creative processes in 

Nature. A few examples can be given to prove this statement. 

_XH;ks tkrka loZ'kks ewfrZekgqLlokZ xfr;kZtq"kh gSo l`"Ve~A 

loZa rst% lke:I;a fg 'k'or~ loZa gsna czã.kk gSo l`"Ve~AA
1
 

vFk l lokZf.k Hkwrkfu i;SZ{kr~ =¸;keso fo|k;ka lokZf.k HkwrkU;i';r~A
2
 

lk ok ,"kk okd~ =s/kk fogrk&_pks ;twaf"k lkekfu rsukfXuL=s/kk fofgr%A
3
 

                                                 
1
 rSfÙkjh;czkã.k] 3-12-9 

2
 'kriFkczkã.k] 10-4-2-21 

3
 'kriFkczkã.k] 10-5-1-2 
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 We can understand that the word Veda and its division have a 

much deeper meaning than what is normally understood by us. Ojha ji 

explained technical terminology of Vedas in his works with reference to 

the context. 

 The meaning of the Veda is connected to the creative processes in 

Nature. Since the creative processes in Nature are infinite the Vedas are 

also infinite. Since they are not the product of human mind so they are 

called vikS#"ks;. 

 The words _+d~] ;tql~ and lke have distinct meanings in the 

creative process. The _d~ gives rise to physical form of the object. All 

the movement is attributed to ;tql~- lke is form of light which forms the 

halo or the aura of an object.
1
 In other words the Veda principal 

involving _+d~] ;tql~ and lke enters into every object of creation. 

 The Sun who may be conceived as the embodiment of Prajapati 

the creator, is also a typical example of the embodiment of all the three 

Vedas and it is well said: ^,"kk =;h fo|k rifr* The disc of the Sun 

represents the _d~, the halo around the Sun represents the lke and the 

purusa inside represents the ;tql~. 

 Pt. Ojha's contribution to our understanding of Vedic cosmogony 

(czãfoKku) is unparalleled in the research contributions to this subject. 

His works czãleUo;] czãfou;] czãprq"inh and czãfl)kUr form a group 

in which the concept of Brahman has been analysed from various angles 

based on the statements of the Vedas, Brahmanas, Upnisadas and Gita. 

 In Vedic literature we find many philosophical terms which 

represents Atma or Brahman. They are fufoZ'ks"k] ijkRij] vO;;] v{kj] {kj] 

fo'okRek] thokRek] fo'okrhr] xw<ksRek] fuxqZ.k%] fu"dy%] fufoZdkj%] "kksM'khiq#"k%] 

iztkifr%] fpnkRek] {ks=K%] bZ'oj% ijes'oj%] iq#"kksÙke% and so on. Nobody 

                                                 
1
 vfpZ% lkekfu & tSfeuh;czkã.k] 10-5-1-5 
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before Pt. Ojha, ever tried to analyse the real meanings of these terms and 

reconcile the various contradictory passages. He took great pains to 

examine all the passages carefully and gave us a clear picture of the 

meanings of these terms and their role in the creative process. 

 Ojha analysed czã as prq"ikr~ and defined the padas as fufoZ'ks"k] 

ijkRij] iq#"k and iqj] while fufoZ'ks"k is Brahman in the pure Rasa state and 

described in the Vedas and Upnisadas as fu/kZeZd] vfuoZpuh;] vfpUR;] 

vifjes; etc. ijkRij is the state where both Rasa and Bala are present in 

an unlimited background and renders him all powerful (loZ'kfDreku ~) and 

all knowing (loZK%). Both Rasa and Bala are one and are not 

distinguishable from each other in this stage. Purusa is the stage where 

Bala builds itself in the background of Rasa and gives rise to regions of 

active izk.k. This Purusa is of three kinds i.e. Avara, Paravar and Para. 

These are also called {kj] v{kj and vO;;. 

 Avyaya is KkuLo:i, Akshara is deZLo:i and Ksara is vFkZLo:i. 

In other words there are only three entities in the cosmos viz. Kku] fØ;k 

and vFkZ and these three have their origin in Avayaya, Akshara, and Ksara 

respectively. When manas appears in the ocean of rasa and bala, as a 

result of build up of bala, the Avyaya stage is reached. 

 v{kj Purusa resides in the izk.k part of Avyaya Purusa. He is 

responsible for activity (fØ;k) and has three components. czãk] fo".kq and 

bUnz which are otherwise named izfr"Bk'kfDr] vkd"kZ.k'kfDr and 

fo{ksi.k'kfDr. The first is responsible for the maintenance of form of the 

object, the third one throws out matter from the object and the second 

one fills up the void by bringing matter from outside. In addition to the 

above, Agni and Soma are also the kalas of v{kj iq#"k. Thus v{kj Purusa 

also has five kalas. 

 {kj Purusa resides in the Vak part of Avyaya and is responsible 

for the material part of the cosmos. In the creative process Avyaya 
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Purusa provides the basic support. Aksara Purusa Constitutes 

instrumental cause (fufeÙkdkj.k) and {kj Purusa constitutes material cause 

(miknkudkj.k). {kj Purusa also has five kalas. 

 The Purusa with his fifteen kalas has the support of ijkRij is 

called "kksM'khiztkifr. Pt. Ojha explained this concept in great detail about 

the creative process not found in any other works. 

 Pt. Ojha opined that one of the primary businesses of Darsana is 

to trace the origin of universe. Origin of the universe is a riddle which 

has not been satisfactorily solved either by the scientists or by the 

philosophers. According to Pt. M.S. Ojha there were ten schools of 

thought in the pre-vedic period. It is analysis of the ten schools of 

thought regarding the origin of the cosmos gives him the highest place 

among the scholars of all times. His is works on these ten schools contain 

the essence of the Vedic Metaphysics. 

 While writing the commentary on upanisdas, Pt. Ojha named it 

mifu"kn~foKkuHkk"; and on geeta he wrote xhrkfoKkuHkk";. One can ask 

what is the significance of the word Vijnana (foKku) here. 

 The meanings of Vijnana : Pt. Ojha and his disciples used the 

word Vijnana very frequently. It gives the impression that they were 

dealing with physical sciences. In fact, they were not. They were using 

the term vijnana in the sense in which it has been used in the Vedic 

Literature. Taittirya Aranyaka says that vijnana is that which deals with 

the interpretation of yajna and actions.
1
 

 Lord Krishna says in the Gita that he will instruct Arjuna in jnana 

with Vijnana. Here jnana is the knowledge of brahman, who is singular 

cause of the universe and vijnana is the knowledge of yajna, which is the 

process of how the creation proceeds from Brahman. 

 Thus Jnana and Vijnana represent cause and effect relationship. 

Cause is one, effects are many. Brahman is the cause, universe is the 

                                                 
1 foKkua ;Ka ruqrs dekZfi p & Taittiryarnayal & 8-5 
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effect. That the cause is one which gives birth to the multiple universe, is 

stated in Rigveda.
1
 

 Ojha's contributions to the interpretation of Vedic Terminology 

enable us to understand the correct meanings of many words occurring in 

Vedas, Brahman and Upanisads. Terms like _r~] lR; jl] cy] ek;k] 

o;ksuk/k] _f"k] vkHkq] bUnz Lokgk] lkfo=h] xk;=h] Kku] foKku etc. receive 

masterly analysis at his hands. 

 Pt. Ojha has shown that while the Vaisheshik (oS'ksf"kd) Darshan 

stops with {kj vkRek, and Samkhyas stop with v{kjkRek, the Vedanta and 

Geeta reach upto vO;;kRek. 

 There are many other works of Pt. Ojha which are equally 

important. We can mention bUnzfot;] txn~xq#oSHkoe~] egf"kZdqyoSHkoe~] 

dknfEcuh] vf=[;kfr and iF;kLofLr. 

 Pt. Ojha explained Geeta by commentary named Gita Vigyan 

Bhashya. According to him Geeta is an attempt to apply the theoretical 

part of the Vedic philosophy in day to day life. Geeta itself says that 

Jnana and Vijnana both are to be followed, Jnana is necessary for 

knowing the self and Vijnana is necessary for knowing the world. The 

knowledge of Self leads to liberation from bondage and the knowledge of 

the world leads to prosperity. 

 Ojha's language is simply marvelous. He explained his style 

himself: 

;= izn';kZ% fo"k;k% iqjkruk% 

;= izdkjks·fHkuoizdk'kusAA 

 Although his commentary is on ancient & oriental topics but his 

style and expression is novel and noteworthy.  

❏❏❏ 
 

                                                 

1 ,da ok bna focHkwo loZe~ & Rigveda, 8-58-2 


